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With the popularity of Anna Hazare’s popular movement against corruption called Jan 

Lokpal realised us to eradicate corruption from Indian society to establish a civil society 

and good governance in India. The basic objective of this paper to find answers of 

fundamental questions like: Who will monitor the Lokpal? If he/she happened to be 

corrupt or favouring persons/parties who will control Lokpal?, Could it be justice able to 

put two apex democratically elected bodies like Prime Minister and President of India 

under the control of nominated person known as Lokpal?, Could it be justice able to put 

duly qualified appointed Judges like Chief Justices and Judges of Supreme Court and 

High Courts under the supervision of a nominated person Lokpal? Particularly when we 

knew the role of Indian Judiciary as the Saviour of the Indian political system/society by 

the introduction of Public Interest Litigation and Judicial Activism?,  Could the 

institution of Lokpal be introduced against the wishes of Founding Fathers of Indian 

Constitution? Since they have not introduced any such institution upper than Prime 

Minister/ President/ Chief Justice of Supreme Court?, Could the introduction of the 

institution of Lokpal be accommodated under the spirit of Basic Structure of the 

Constitution of India?, Could there be an end to the creating of further undemocratic 

institutions to monitor the democratic institutions rather to strengthen existing democratic 

institutions or forming a civil society more political awaken?, Since we have introduced 

the institution of Jan Lokpal in around 18 Indian federative units out of 29 could we 

succeeded to curb the menace of corruption in these states? 
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With the popularity of Anna Hazare’s popular movement against corruption called Jan 

Lokpal realised us to eradicate corruption from Indian society to establish a civil society 

and good governance in India. The basic objective of this paper to find answers of 

fundamental questions like: 

1)  Who will monitor the Lokpal? If he/she happened to be corrupt or favouring 

persons/parties who will control Lokpal? 

2) Could it be justice able to put two apex democratically elected bodies like Prime 

Minister and President of India under the control of nominated person known as 

Lokpal? 

3)  Could it be justice able to put duly qualified appointed Judges like Chief Justices and 

Judges of Supreme Court and High Courts under the supervision of a nominated 

person Lokpal? Particularly when we knew the role of Indian Judiciary as the Saviour 
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of the Indian political system/society by the introduction of Public Interest Litigation 

and Judicial Activism?   

4) Could the institution of Lokpal be introduced against the wishes of Founding Fathers 

of Indian Constitution? Since they have not introduced any such institution upper than 

Prime Minister/ President/ Chief Justice of Supreme Court? 

5) Could the introduction of the institution of Lokpal be accommodated under the spirit 

of Basic Structure of the Constitution of India? 

6) Could there be an end to the creating of further undemocratic institutions to monitor 

the democratic institutions rather to strengthen existing democratic institutions or 

forming a civil society more political awaken? 

7) Since we have introduced the institution of Jan Lokpal in around 18 Indian federative 

units out of 29 could we succeeded to curb the menace of corruption in these states? 

Corruption in India is a major issue that adversely affects its economy.
1
 A study 

conducted by Transparency International in year 2005 found that more than 62% of 

Indians had firsthand experience of paying bribes or influence peddling to get jobs done 

in public offices successfully.
2
 In its study conducted in year 2008, Transparency 

International reports about 40% of Indians had firsthand experience of paying bribes or 

using a contact to get a job done in public office.
3
 

In 2015, India was ranked 85th out of 175 countries in Transparency 

International's Corruption Perceptions Index, compared to its neighbours Bhutan (30th), 

Bangladesh (145th), Myanmar (156th), China (100th), Nepal (126th), Pakistan (126th) 

and Sri Lanka (75th). This is the second least corruption rank for India in the whole of 

South Asia.
4
 In 2013, India was ranked 94th out of 175 countries.

5
 

Most of the largest sources of corruption in India are entitlement programmes and social 

spending schemes enacted by the Indian government. Examples include Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act and National Rural Health Mission.
6
 Other 

daily sources of corruption include India's trucking industry which is forced to pay 

billions in bribes annually to numerous regulatory and police stops on its interstate 

highways. 

Indian media has widely published allegations of corrupt Indian citizens stashing trillions 

of dollars in Swiss banks. Swiss authorities, however, deny these allegations. The Indian 

media is mainly owned by corrupt politicians and industrialists who also play a major 

role in most of these scams, thus misleading public with wrong information and using 

media for mudslinging against their political and business opponents. 

The causes of corruption in India include excessive regulations, complicated taxes and 

licensing systems, numerous government departments each with opaque bureaucracy and 

discretionary powers, monopoly by government controlled institutions on certain goods 

and services delivery, and the lack of transparent laws and processes.
7
 There are 

significant variations in level of corruption as well as in state government efforts to 

reduce corruption across India. 

The history of Lokpal begins from the Nehruvian era. The concept of a constitutional 

ombudsman was first proposed in Parliament by Law Minister Ashok Kumar Sen in the 
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early 1960s during the second Lok Sabha. The word 'lokpal' was first coined by Dr 

L.M.Singhvi in 1963. The first ‘Jan Lokpal Bill’ was drafted by lawyer Shanti Bhushan 

in 1968 and it was passed in the 4th Lok Sabha in 1969. However, this bill could not get 

passed in the Rajya Sabha. Several 'lokpal bills' were introduced after that in 1971, 1977, 

1985, 1989, 1996, 1998, 2001, and 2005 and in 2008. However both the houses of the 

Parliament were never able to pass the bill in tandem. Each time the bill was introduced 

in either house of the Parliament, several conspicuous flaws were found in the bill. The 

bill was referred to all sorts of committees for improvement. The main reservation was 

the constitution of separate body to try corruption cases and no government was able to 

take a decisive stand on that and as a result this bill never got passed by both the houses 

of the Parliament
8
. 

 Anna Hazare, an anti-corruption crusader, began a fast-unto-death, demanding that this 

bill, drafted by Civil Society, be adopted. The website of the India against Corruption 

movement calls the Lokpal Bill of the government an "eyewash", and hosts a critique of 

that government bill. It also lists the difference between the bills drafted by the 

government and civil society. Jan Lokpal Bill (Citizen's Ombudsman Bill) is a draft anti-

corruption bill drawn up by prominent civil society activists, seeking the appointment of 

a Jan Lokpal, an independent body that would investigate corruption cases, complete the 

investigation within one year and conduct trials for the case within the next year. Drafted 

by Justice Santosh Hegde (a former Supreme Court Judge and former Lokayukta of 

Karnataka), Prashant Bhushan (a Supreme Court Lawyer) and Arvind Kejriwal (an RTI 

activist present CM Delhi), the draft Bill envisaged a system in which a corrupt person 

found guilty would go to jail within two years of the complaint being made and his ill-

gotten wealth confiscated. It also sought power for the Jan Lokpal to prosecute politicians 

and bureaucrats without requiring government permission. Retired IPS officer Kiran 

Bedi and others, like Anna Hazare, Swami Agnivesh, Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, and Mallika 

Sarabhai are also members of the movement, called India against Corruption. Its website 

describes the movement as "an expression of collective anger of people of India against 

corruption." It goes on to state: "We have all come together to 

force/request/persuade/pressurize the Government to enact the Jan Lokpal Bill. We feel 

that if this Bill were enacted it would create an effective deterrence against corruption." 

Anna Hazare, an anti-corruption crusader, began a fast-unto-death, demanding that this 

bill, drafted by Civil Society, be adopted. The website of the India against Corruption 

movement calls the Lokpal Bill of the government an "eyewash", and hosts a critique of 

that government bill. It also lists the difference between the bills drafted by the 

government and civil society. 

Features of the Jan Lokpal Bill 

1. An institution called Lokpal at the centre and Lokayukta in each state will be set 

up. 

2. Like the Supreme Court and Election Commission, they will be completely 

independent of governments. No minister or bureaucrat will be to influence their 

investigations. 
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3. Cases against corrupt people will not linger on for years anymore: investigations 

in any case will have to be completed in one year. Trial should be completed in 

the next one year, so that the corrupt politician, officer or judge is sent to jail 

within two years. 

4. The loss that a corrupt person caused to the government will be recovered at the 

time of conviction. 

5. How will it help a common citizen? If the work of any citizen is not done in a 

prescribed time, in any government office, Lokpal will impose a financial penalty 

on the guilty officers, which will be given as compensation to the complainant. 

6. So, you could approach Lokpal if your ration card or passport or voter card had 

not been made, or if the police are not registering your case, or if any other work 

is not being done within the prescribed time. Lokpal will have to get it done in a 

month's time. You could also report any case of corruption to Lokpal, like rations 

being siphoned off, poor quality roads being constructed or panchayat funds 

being siphoned off. 

7. But won't the government appoint corrupt and weak people as Lokpal members? 

That won't be possible because its members will be selected by judges, citizens 

and constitutional authorities, not by politicians, through a completely transparent 

and participatory process. 

8. What if some officer in Lokpal becomes corrupt? The entire functioning of 

Lokpal/ Lokayukta will be completely transparent. Any complaint against any 

officer of Lokpal will be investigated and the officer dismissed within two 

months. 

9. What will happen to existing anti-corruption agencies? CVC, the departmental 

vigilance and anti-corruption branch of the CBI, will be merged into Lokpal. 

Lokpal will have complete powers and machinery to independently investigate 

and prosecute any officer, judge or politician. 

10. It will be the duty of the Lokpal to provide protection to those who are being 

victimized for raising their voice against corruption. 

Fundamental duties 

1. To judge the cases and make jurisdictions against corruption cases with the 

Lokpal. 

2. To judge whether a case is genuine or whether a fake complaint has been made. 

3. To potentially impose fines on a fake complaint, or even a short span of jail time, 

if the case is not proved to be legally true. 

The Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act, 2013 

The historic Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act, 2013 was passed by Indian Parliament paving 

the way for establishment of a Lokpal (Ombudsman) to fight corruption in public offices 

and ensure accountability on the part of public officials, including the Prime Minister, but 

with some safeguards. Lokpal will consist of a chairperson and a maximum of eight 

members, of which 50% will be judicial members 50% members of Lokpal shall be from 

SC/ST/OBCs, minorities and women. Selection of chairperson and members of Lokpal 

through a selection committee consisting of PM, Speaker of Lok Sabha, leader of 

opposition in Lok Sabha, Chief Justice of India or a sitting Supreme Court judge 
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nominated by Chief Justice India. The eminent jurist shall be nominated by President of 

India on basis of recommendations of the first four members of the selection committee 

"through consensus". Lokpal's jurisdiction will cover all categories of public servants. All 

entities (NGOs) receiving donations from foreign source in the context of the Foreign 

Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) in excess of Rs 10 lakh per year are under the 

jurisdiction of Lokpal. Centre will send Lokpal bill to states as a model bill. States have 

to set up Lokayuktas through a state law within 365 days. 

1 Lokpal will have power of superintendence and direction over any central 

investigation agency including CBI for cases referred to them by the 

ombudsman. 

2 A high-powered committee chaired by the PM will recommend selection 

of CBI director. The collegiums will comprise PM, leader of opposition in 

Lok Sabha and Chief Justice of India PM has been brought under purview 

of the Lokpal, so also central ministers and senior officials. 

3 Directorate of prosecution will be under overall control of CBI director. At 

present, it comes under the law ministry. 

4 Appointment of director of prosecution to be based on recommendation of 

the Central Vigilance Commission. 

5 Director of prosecution will also have a fixed tenure of two years like CBI 

chief. 

6 Transfer of CBI officers investigating cases referred by Lokpal with the 

approval of watchdog. 

7 Bill incorporates provisions for attachment and confiscation of property 

acquired by corrupt means, even while prosecution is pending. 

8 Bill lays down clear timelines for preliminary enquiry and investigation 

and trial. Provides for special courts Public servants will not present their 

view before preliminary enquiry if the case requires 'element of surprise' 

like raids and searches. 

9 Bill grants powers to Lokpal to sanction prosecution against public 

servants. 

10 CBI may appoint a panel of advocates with approval of Lokpal, CBI will 

not have to depend on govt advocates. 

Corruption is a worldwide phenomenon. No country in the world is totally corruption 

free. India is ranked 94
th
 out of 176 countries ranked by Transparency International 2012 

Corruption Perception Index (CPI). Denmark, Switzerland and Finland topped the tally 

with 90 marks out of 100. Afghanistan, N. Korea and Somalia ranked at the ebb with 08 

marks. In fact two third countries scored below 50 marks. India scored only 36 marks. 

Even the erstwhile super power of the world Russia ranked 133 securing 28 points. In 

Corruption Perception Index 2014 India secured 38 marks and 85
th
 rank in the universe

9
.      

The economy of India was under socialist-inspired policies for an entire generation from 

the 1950s until the late 1980s. The economy was characterised by extensive regulation, 

protectionism, and public ownership, policies vulnerable to pervasive corruption 

and slow growth In 1960s, Chakravarthi Rajagopalachari suggested License Raj was 

often at the core of corruption. The Vohra Report, submitted by the former Indian Union 

Home Secretary, N N Vohra, in October 1993, studied the problem of the criminalisation 
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of politics and of the nexus among criminals, politicians and bureaucrats in India. The 

report contained several observations made by official agencies on the criminal network 

which was virtually running a parallel government. It also discussed criminal gangs who 

enjoyed the patronage of politicians — of all political parties — and the protection of 

government functionaries.  

According to Jitendra Singh, "in the bad old days, particularly pre-1991, when the 

License Raj held sway, and by design, all kinds of free market mechanisms were hobbled 

or stymied, and corruption emerged almost as an illegitimate price mechanism, a 

shadowy quasi-market, such that scarce resources could still be allocated within the 

economy, and decisions could get made.  These were largely distortions created by the 

politico-economic regime. While a sea change has occurred in the years following 1991, 

some of the distorted cultural norms that took hold during the earlier period are slowly 

being repaired by the sheer forces of competition. The process will be long and slow, 

however. It will not change overnight." One of the major problems and obstacles to 

development in India has been endemic corruption and political inertia to change. In a 

2011 report on Corruption in India, one of the world's largest audit and compliance firms 

KPMG notes several causes that encourage corruption in India. The report suggests high 

taxes and excessive regulation bureaucracy as a major cause. India has high marginal tax 

rates and numerous regulatory bodies with the power to stop any citizen or business from 

going about their daily affairs. This power to search and question creates opportunities 

for corrupt public officials to extract bribes; each individual or business decides if the 

effort required in due process and the cost of delay is worth not paying the bribe 

demanded. In cases of high taxes, paying off the corrupt official is cheaper than the tax. 

This, claims the report, is one major cause of corruption in India and 150 other countries 

across the world. In real estate industry, the high capital gains tax in India encourages 

large-scale corruption. The correlation between high real estate taxes and corruption, 

claims the KPMG report, is high in India as well as other countries including the 

developed economies; this correlation has been true in modern times as well as for 

centuries of human history in numerous cultures. The desire to pay lower taxes than those 

demanded by the state explains the demand side of corruption. The net result is that the 

corrupt officials collect bribes, state fails to collect taxes for its own budget, and 

corruption grows. The report suggests regulatory reforms, process simplification and 

lower taxes as means to increase tax receipts and reduce causes of corruption. 

In addition to tax rates and regulatory burden, the KPMG report claims corruption results 

from opaque process and paperwork on the part of the government. Lack of transparency 

allows room for manoeuvre for both the demanders and suppliers of corruption. 

Whenever objective standards and transparent processes are missing, and subjective 

opinion driven regulators and opaque/hidden processes are present, the conditions 

encourage corruption.  

As of December 2008, 120 of India's 523 parliament members were facing criminal 

charges. Many of the biggest scandals since 2010 have involved very high levels of 

government, including Cabinet Ministers and Chief Ministers, such as in the 2G spectrum 

scam, the 2010 Commonwealth Games scam and the Adarsh Housing Society scam, Coal 

Mining Scam, mining scandal in Karnataka and cash for vote scam. 

A 2009 survey of the leading economies of Asia, revealed Indian bureaucracy to be not 

just least efficient out of Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, South Korea, Japan, Malaysia, 
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Taiwan, Vietnam, China, Philippines and Indonesia; further it was also found that 

working with India's civil servants was a "slow and painful" process 

 Vito Tanzi in an International Monetary Fund study suggests that in India, like other 

countries in the world, corruption is caused by excessive regulations and authorization 

requirements, complicated taxes and licensing systems, mandated spending programs, 

lack of competitive free markets, monopoly of certain goods and service providers by 

government controlled institutions, bureaucracy, lack of penalties for corrupt behaviour 

by public officials, and lack of transparent laws and processes. 

Hence there was a dire need to curb the menace of corruption in India. Though the Indian 

Parliament was trying to pass Jan Lokpal bill since 1968 yet it could get its accent in 

February 2014.  

The word Lokpal was coined in 1963 by late Mr. L.M. Singhvi, a Member of Parliament 

during a debate. In order to draw the attention of the government, a focused campaign 

“India against Corruption” (IAC) was started in 2011. Anna Hazare the head of civil 

society and the IAC movement being a foreground for Jan Lokpal campaign. Through 

these collaborative efforts till August 2011, IAC was able to upload the 23rd version of 

the Jan Lokpal Bill draft. As of January 2014, the Delhi state Government led by 

CM Arvind Kejriwal is preparing to adopt the Jan Lokpal Bill.  

The Lokpal Bill was first introduced by Advocate Shanti Bhusan in 1968 and passed the 

4
th
 Lok Sabha in 1969. But before it could be passed by Rajya Sabha, the Lok Sabha was 

dissolved and the bill lapsed. Subsequent versions were re-introduced in 1971, 1977, 

1985, 1989, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2005 and in 2008, but none of them were passed. In 2011, 

during the Parliament's Winter Session, the Lok Sabha passed the controversial Lokpal 

Bill, but could not be passed by Rajya Sabha due to shortage of time in the winter session 

of 2011. The Government tabled the Lokpal Bill in the Rajya Sabha on 13 December 

2013 and the debate was adjourned till December 16, 2013. The Lokpal Bill was finally 

passed on December 17, 2013 in the Rajya Sabha. It was passed in the Lok Sabha on 

December 18, 2013.  

The first version of the Lokpal Bill drafted by the Govt. of India headed by UPA in 2010 

was considered ineffective by anti-corruption activists from the civil society. These 

activists, under the banner of IAC, came together to draft a citizen's version of the Lokpal 

Bill later called the Jan Lokpal. Public awareness drives
 
and protest marches were carried 

out to campaign for the bill. However, public support for the Jan Lokpal Bill draft started 

gathering steam after Anna Hazare, a Gandhian announced that he would hold an 

indefinite fast from 5 April 2011 for the passing of the Lokpal/ Jan Lokpal bill. The 

government has however accepted it. 

To dissuade Hazare from going on an indefinite hunger strike, the office of the Prime 

Minister directed the personnel and law ministries to see how the views of social activists 

can be included in the bill. On 5 April, the National advisory Council rejected the Lokpal 

bill drafted by the government. Union Human Resource Development Minister Kapil 

Sibal then met social activists Swami Agnivesh and Arvind Kejriwal on 7 April to find 

ways to bridge differences over the bill. However, no consensus could be reached on 7 

April owing to several differences of opinion between the social activists and the 

Government. But because of the movement against corruption organised by Civil Society 

a political party known as Aam Aadmy Party (APP) came into existence under the 
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leadership of Arvind Kejriwal which contested the Delhi Vidhan Sabha elections and 

secured 27 seats. Due to the outside support of Congress Arvind Kejriwal succeeded to 

become the Chief Minister of Delhi. In its 49 days regime Kejriwal did a number of tasks 

pertaining to public welfare and tried its level best to curb the menace of corruption in 

Delhi. 

 Because of the inception and successes of APP the two Alliance UPA and NDA were 

under pressure and ultimately agreed to pass Jan Lokpal in Parliament as per the revised 

aspirations of Anna. Though Kejriwal’s party APP was not agreed to the changes yet it 

failed to pass Jan Lokpal bill in Delhi Vidhan Sabha. The present Modi’s NDA Govt is 

not serious to pass a strong Lokpal in India. Even AAP after capturing landslide victory 

in Delhi Vidhan Sabha Elections in 2015 the CM Mr. Arvind Kejrival seems unserious 

when he himself did not pay due respect to AAP’s itself Party Lokpal in a dispute and 

expulsion of Yogender Yadav and Parshant Bhusan. Perhaps we have no other alternative 

than to built national character and create moral/ethical enlightened citizens in India. 

 Indian politics is unique in its nature. The issue of Lokpal was well contested by civil 

society under the leadership of Anna Hazare. In Lokpal movement BJP supported 

element like RSS, Shiv Sena and Bajrang Dal participated in large numbers because this 

movement was against UPA regime which ultimately resulted into the severe defeat of 

Congress I and landslide victory for BJP under the Prime Minister ship of Narender Modi 

in 2014. But after assuming the power BJP seems non-serious for the inception of strong 

Lokpal. Presently Anna Hazare realised that it was his blunder to support Narender Modi. 

Hence the institution of strong Lokpal is still pending as earlier for five decades. The 

cases of corruption against Vasundera Raje Sindiya, Shushma Swaraj in Lalit Modi case 

and MP Chief Minister Shiv Raj Chohan are erupted but Narender Modi is defending 

their leaders which prove that BJP is also not serious about corruption in India. Hence it 

proved that at present juncture the nature of Indian politics is not in a mood to answer the 

basic questions and to form a strong and independent institution of Lokpal.  

Conclusion: Indian politics is unique in its nature. The issue of Lokpal was well 

contested by civil society under the leadership of Anna Hazare. In Lokpal movement BJP 

supported element like RSS, Shiv Sena and Bajrang Dal participated in large numbers 

because this movement was against UPA regime which ultimately resulted into the severe 

defeat of Congress I and landslide victory for BJP under the Prime Minister ship of 

Narender Modi in 2014. But after assuming the power BJP seems non-serious for the 

inception of strong Lokpal. Presently Anna Hazare realised that it was his blunder to 

support Narender Modi. Hence the institution of strong Lokpal is still pending as earlier 

for five decades.  Hence it proved that at present juncture the nature of Indian politics is 

not in a mood to answer the basic questions and to form a strong and independent 

institution of Lokpal. Perhaps we have no other alternative than to built national character 

and create moral/ethical enlightened citizens in India.  
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